Kinetic and equilibrium binding studies of amsacrine-4-carboxamides: a class of asymmetrical DNA-intercalating agents which bind by threading through the DNA helix.
Detailed equilibrium and kinetic studies of the DNA interaction of the amsacrine-4-carboxamide class of compounds suggest that they bind by intercalating the acridine chromophore at near-maximal overlap with the base pairs, locating their two dissimilar side chains in specific grooves of the double helix. The first step is a fast bimolecular association to form an outside-bound complex (probably in the major groove). Insertion of the less bulky carboxamide side chain then occurs in a process governed largely by the rate of transient opening of the double helix by natural "breathing" motions and is followed by further monomolecular rearrangements to allow the carboxamide side chain to find its highest affinity binding sites in the minor groove. Dissociation of the complexes are much more ligand structure dependent, but also involve opening of the double helix to allow disengagement. Compounds of this type, which locate their two distinguishable side chains one in each DNA groove, form a unique class of DNA-binding ligand, with considerable potential for regiospecific delivery of reactive functionality to DNA. Although natural products which also have such specific binding modes are known (e.g. nogalamycin), the amsacrine-4-carboxamides discussed here are the first class of readily modified synthetic compounds with this property.